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Common Operating Picture
Successful missions require the effective use of
the best technologies to enable decision-makers
to take appropriate and focused action. The
ParagonCOP software suite creates an operational
picture with rich intelligence and real-time
information. It binds unmanned systems, manned
platforms, and other resources to form a unified
force. Its net-centric design improves information
sharing, collaboration and self-synchronisation,
enabling teams of assets to act as a single entity
to effectively execute missions.
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The ParagonCOP software suite provides a
common operating picture to greatly enhance
force co-ordination, synchronisation and
effectiveness.
Intuitive,
interoperable
and information-centric, ParagonCOP can be
deployed on a variety of platforms from rugged
field units to fixed headquarter installations. All
deployments operate in the same world, have
user controlled access to the same data and
ultimately provide the same operational picture
for effective coordination.
ParagonCOP:Headquarters allows decisionmakers to develop a comprehensive picture
of any situation, regardless of location. The
ability to plan missions, evaluate feasibility,
simulate execution and replay actual events
enables personnel to prepare thoroughly, execute
accurately and learn from real-world outcomes.
ParagonCOP:Tactical
provides
real-time
situational awareness, showing infrastructure,
assets, threats and regions of interest. Combined
with built-in messaging capabilities this
information enables field personnel to control
local assets with maximum effectiveness.
Through ParagonCOP:Mobile, the same realtime access to data, payloads and messaging is
provided to air, ground and sea vehicles as well
as to dismounted personnel. Smartphones also
become an information source to add another
dimension of intelligence to the Paragon picture.
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